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The adiabatic groupoid and the Higson–Roe exact
sequence

Vito Felice Zenobi

Abstract. Let eX be a smooth Riemannian manifold equipped with a proper, free, isometric, and
cocompact action of a discrete group � . In this paper, we prove that the analytic surgery exact
sequence of Higson–Roe for eX is isomorphic to the exact sequence associated to the adiabatic
deformation of the Lie groupoid eX �� eX . We then generalize this result to the context of smoothly
stratified manifolds. Finally, we show, by means of the aforementioned isomorphism, that the %-
classes associated to a metric with a positive scalar curvature defined by Piazza and Schick (2014)
correspond to the %-classes defined by Zenobi (2019).

1. Introduction

Let eX be a proper metric space equipped with a proper and cocompact action of a discrete
group � . In [39], Roe proved that the assembly map can be realized as the boundary map
in K-theory associated to the short exact sequence of C �-algebras

0! C �.eX/� ! D�.eX/� ! D�.eX/�=C �.eX/� ! 0: (1.1)

We will call it the coarse assembly map. In their seminal papers [24–26], Higson and Roe
constructed a map from the surgery exact sequence of Browder, Novikov, Sullivan, and
Wall

� � � ! L�.Z�/! S�.X/! N�.X/! � � � (1.2)

to

� � � ! K�
�
C �.eX/��! K�

�
D�.eX/��! K�

�
D�.eX/�=C �.eX/��! � � � (1.3)

which was called the analytic surgery exact sequence, in analogy with its topological
counterpart (1.2).

In [34], Piazza and Schick use index theoretic techniques to map the Stolz positive
scalar curvature sequence to (1.3). In [35], they then revisit the mapping from (1.2) to
(1.3). The main results of those papers are the definition of certain K-theoretic secondary
invariants and the proof of the delocalized APS index theorem.
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The papers of Higson and Roe stimulated a fervent activity resulting in a number of
different realizations of the analytic surgery exact sequence. In what follows we list a few
of the main contributions. In [50], the author of the present paper uses Lipschitz structures
to generalize the results of [35] from the setting of smooth manifolds to the one of topolog-
ical manifolds. In the same paper, a new exact sequence is introduced, isomorphic to (1.3).
This new realization was then used for proving product formulas for secondary invariants.
The group ��� .

eX/, which corresponds to K�.D�.eX/�/, is given roughly speaking by the
homotopy fiber of the Kasparov assembly map. Let us point out that if � is a topologi-
cal groupoid acting on a topological space X and A is a �-algebra, one also has a more
general definition of ��� .

eX/ which fits into the following exact sequence:

� � � ! KK�
�
C; C0.0; 1/˝ A Ì �

�
! ��� .

eX IA/! KK��
�
C0.eX/;A�! � � � ; (1.4)

involving the assembly map for a groupoid action with coefficients in the C �-algebra A;
see [29,42]. In their two recent works [6,7], Benameur and Roy introduce the Higson–Roe
exact sequence for the action of a transformation groupoid.

In [48], Yu introduces the so-called localization algebras and another assembly-type
map (the local index map), which is proved to be equivalent to the coarse assembly map;
see also [38]. Using the localization algebras, many authors have contributed to the study
of K-theoretic analytic invariants associated to the surgery theory and metrics of positive
scalar curvature; see [45–47, 49]. In [19–21], Deeley and Goffeng produce a geomet-
rical version of the analytic surgery exact sequence in the spirit of Baum’s geometric
K-homology theory.

A further way of implementing the index map was given in [10] by Alain Connes,
where he gave the definition of the tangent groupoid associated to a smooth manifold, by
now also called adiabatic groupoid. In [51], the author of the present paper used the group
K�.C

�
r .G

Œ0;1/
ad // appearing in the exact sequence

� � � ! K�
�
C �r
�
G � .0; 1/

��
! K�

�
C �r
�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

�� ev0
��! K�

�
C �r .AG/

�
! � � � (1.5)

as a receptacle for K-theoretic secondary invariants. Here G is a Lie groupoid, AG is
its Lie algebroid, and GŒ0;1/ad is its adiabatic deformation. The case of a smooth manifoldeX with a proper and free � action is realized by the particular groupoid eX �� eX . But
this approach can also be applied to other geometric situation encoded by a general Lie
groupoid, such as foliations. We refer the reader to [37, Subsection 1.3] for a short expla-
nation of the advantages of the Lie groupoid approach. Here it is worth to mention that an
important feature of the groupoid C �-algebras is that they are smaller and easier to work
with than the C �-algebras arising in the coarse setting. In particular, this approach (actu-
ally the exact sequence involving pseudodifferential operators of Remark 4.6, obtained as
a by-product of the proof of Theorem 1.1) was a key, in the recent paper [36] of the author
with Paolo Piazza and Thomas Schick, to construct a mapping from the Higson–Roe exact
sequence to the non-commutative de Rham homology of any Frèchet completion of C� .
In turn, this allowed to construct a well-defined pairing of the analytic structure group
with delocalized cyclic cocycles.
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The main results of this paper are the following.

Theorem 1.1. Let eX be a smooth Riemannian manifold equipped with a proper, free,
isometric, and cocompact action of a discrete group � . LetG be the Lie groupoid eX �� eX .
Then there exists a commutative diagram

� � � // K�
�
C �r .G/˝ C0.0; 1/

�
//

��

K�
�
C �r
�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

��
//

��

K�
�
C �r .TX/

�
//

��

� � �

� � � // K�C1
�
C �.eX/�� // K�C1

�
D�.eX/�� // K�C1

�
D�.eX/�=C �.eX/�� // � � �

(1.6)

such that the vertical arrows are isomorphisms.

The vertical maps are given by the composition of the Connes–Thom isomorphism
and the vertical maps of diagram (4.1).

In [37], the methods from [51] are used to define secondary invariants associated to
metrics with a positive scalar curvature on stratified manifolds and other singular situ-
ations such as foliations which degenerate on the boundary. In order to deal with the
singularities, a slightly different exact sequence of groupoid C �-algebras is used. The
proof of Theorem 1.1 can be easily adapted to the context of stratified manifolds and we
obtain the following result.

Theorem 1.2. Let SX be a Thom–Mather stratified space with a fundamental group �
and let fSX be its universal covering with the associated �-equivariant stratification. Let
the regular part of fSX be equipped with an incomplete iterated edge metric, then there
exists a commutative diagram

� � � // K�
�
C �r
�
G
j VX

�
˝ C0.0; 1/

�
//

��

K�
�
C �r
�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

��
//

��

K�
�
C �r
�
T NC
' X

��
//

��

� � �

� � � // K�C1
�
C �.fSX/�� // K�C1

�
D�.fSX/�� // K�C1

�
D�.fSX/�=C �.fSX/�� // � � �

(1.7)
such that the vertical arrows are isomorphisms.

The vertical maps of this diagram are defined as the composition of the Connes–Thom
isomorphism and the vertical maps of diagram (5.3). The definition of the groupoids in
the first row will be recalled in Section 5.3.

Here it is worth noticing that in the first row we make use of non-compact manifolds
equipped with complete metrics, whereas the second row is constructed from compact
stratified manifolds equipped with a metric which is non-complete on the regular stratum,
and the two rows are related by a conformal change of metrics.

In the last section of the paper, we will consider the %-class associated to a metric with
positive scalar curvatures %.g/ defined in [34] and %ad.g/ defined in [51], respectively.
The precise relation between these two classes remained the subject of an open question.
Thanks to Theorem 1.1, we will prove the following.
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Theorem 1.3. The classes %.g/ and %ad.g/ correspond to each other through the central
vertical isomorphism in diagram (1.6).

2. Roe’s algebras

In this section, we are going to recall the fundamental definitions and results about coarse
geometry, coarse C �-algebras, and coarse index theory. We will not enter into the details
of the proofs, which one can easily find in the literature. See, for instance, [23, 26, 41].

Let X be any set. If A � X �X and B � X �X , we will use the following notation:

A�1 WD
®
.y; x/ j .x; y/ 2 A

¯
and

A ı B WD
®
.x; z/ j 9y 2 X W .x; y/ 2 A and .y; z/ 2 B

¯
:

Definition 2.1. A coarse structure on X is a collection of subsets of X � X , called
entourages, that have the following properties:

� for any entourages A and B , the subsets A�1, A ı B , and A [ B are entourages;

� every finite subset of X �X is an entourage;

� any subset of an entourage is an entourage.

If ¹.x; x/ j x 2 Xº is an entourage, then the coarse structure is said to be unital.

Definition 2.2. Let .X; d/ be a metric space and let S be any set. Two functions
f1; f2WS ! X are said to be close if ¹d.f1.s/; f2.s// W s 2 Sº is a bounded set of R.

Definition 2.3. Let .X;d/ be a metric space. A subsetE �X �X is said to be controlled
if the restriction of the projection maps �1; �2WX �X ! X to E is close.

The controlled sets are the ones that are contained in a uniformly bounded neighbor-
hood of the diagonal. The metric coarse structure on .X; d/ is given by the collection of
all controlled subsets of X �X .

Let eX be a proper metric space equipped with a free and proper action of a countable
discrete group � of isometries of eX .

Definition 2.4. Let H be a Hilbert space equipped with a representation

�WC0.eX/! B.H/

and a unitary representation
U W� ! B.H/

such that U./�.f / D �.�1f /U./ for every  2 � and f 2 C0.eX/. We will call such
a triple .H;U; �/ a �-equivariant C0.eX/-module.

Exemple 2.5. Let us set H D L2.eX;�/, where � is a �-invariant Borel measure on eX .
Put

� �WC0.eX/! B.H/ the representation given by multiplication operators and
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� U W� ! B.H/ the representation given by translation U'.x/ D '.�1x/ for every
x 2 X .

Then .H;U; �/ is a �-equivariant C0.eX/-module.

Definition 2.6. Let A be a C �-algebra and let H be a Hilbert space. A representation
�WA! B.H/ is said to be ample if

� � is non-degenerate, meaning �.A/H is dense in H and

� �.a/ is compact for a 2 A if and only if a D 0.

Moreover, we will say that a representation �WA! B.H/ is very ample if it is the
countable direct sum of a fixed ample representation.

If H is equipped with a unitary representation U of � , then we say that an operator
T 2 B.H/ is �-equivariant if UT U�1 D T for all  2 � .

2.1. Controlled operators

Definition 2.7. Let X and Y be two proper metric spaces. Let �X WC0.X/! B.HX / and
�Y WC0.Y /! B.HY / be two representations on separable Hilbert spaces.

� The support of an element � 2 HX is the set supp.�/ of all x 2 X such that for every
open neighborhood U of x there is a function f 2 C0.U / with �X .f /� ¤ 0.

� The support of an operator T 2 B.HX ; HY / is the set supp.T / of all .y; x/ 2 Y � X
such that for all open neighborhoods U 3 y and V 3 x, there exist f 2 C0.U / and
g 2 C0.Y / such that �Y .f /T�X .g/ ¤ 0.

� An operator T 2 B.HX ; HY / is properly supported if the slices ¹y 2 Y W .y; x/ 2
supp.T /º and ¹x 2 X W .y; x/ 2 supp.T /º are compact sets.

Definition 2.8. Let X be as in the previous definition. An operator T 2 B.HX / is said to
be controlled if its support is a controlled subset of X �X .

This means that an operator is controlled if it is supported in a uniformly bounded
neighborhood of the diagonal of X �X . These operators are also said to have finite prop-
agation.

Proposition 2.9. The set of all controlled operators for �X W C0.X/ ! HX is a unital
�-algebra of B.HX /.

2.2. The C �-algebras C �.eX/� and D�.eX/�

Let .HeX ; U; �/ be an ample �-equivariant C0.eX/-module.

Definition 2.10. We define the C �-algebra C �.eX/� as the closure in B.HeX / of the �-
algebra of all �-equivariant operators T such that

� T has finite propagation, i.e., there is an R > 0 such that �.'/T�. / D 0 for all
'; 2 C0.eX/ with d.supp.'/; supp. // > R;
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� T is locally compact, i.e., T�.'/ and �.'/T are compact operators for all ' 2 C0.eX/.
Definition 2.11. LetHeX be a very ample �-equivariant eX -module. The algebraD�.eX/�
is the closure in B.HeX / of the �-algebra of all �-equivariant operators T such that

� T has finite propagation;

� T is pseudolocal, i.e., ŒT; �.'/� is a compact operator for any ' 2 C0.eX/.
If � is the trivial group, then we will suppress it from the notation and write C �.eX/

and D�.eX/.
Remark 2.12. The C �-algebra D�.eX/� is a �-subalgebra of the multiplier algebra of
C �.eX/� .

Remark 2.13. The algebras C �.eX/� andD�.eX/� depend on the C0.eX/-module used to
construct it, but one can prove that their K-theory does not.

2.3. Paschke duality

Since C �.eX/� is a two-sided �-ideal in D�.eX/� , we can consider the quotient C �-
algebra D�.eX/�=C �.eX/� . By a truncation argument one can prove the following iso-
morphism of C �-algebras:

D�.eX/�=C �.eX/� Š D�.X/=C �.X/; (2.1)

where X is the quotient space eX=� .
The Paschke duality is the isomorphism

P WK0
�
D�.X/=C �.X/

�
! KK1

�
C.X/;C

�
(2.2)

that sends the projection p 2 D�.X/=C �.X/ to the Kasparov bimodule .H; �; 2p � 1/,
where �WC.X/!H is theC.X/-module used to defineD�.X/=C �.X/. See, for instance,
[26, Proposition 1.3].

We can see P as an asymptotic morphism in E1.D�.X/=C �.X/ ˝ C.X/;C/; see
[38]. Indeed consider the generator u ofE1.Q.H/;C/, where Q.H/ is the Calkin algebra
of H . It is the class associated with the following extension of C �-algebra:

0! K.H/! B.H/! Q.H/! 0

and u is given by the boundary map of the long exact sequence in E-theory associated to
the previous exact sequence.

Let �WD�.X/=C �.X/˝ C.X/! Q.H/ be the �-homomorphism given by

T ˝ f 7!Mf T;

where Mf is the multiplication operator. It is a well-defined �-homomorphism because
D�.X/=C �.X/ and C.X/ commute in Q.H/. Then P is a map of K-groups given by the
product with

��.u/ 2 E1
�
D�.X/=C �.X/˝ C.X/;C

�
: (2.3)
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More precisely, ��.u/ arises from the pull-back extension

0 // K.H/ //

D

��

E //

��

D�.X/=C �.X/˝ C.X/

�

��

// 0

0 // K.H/ // B.H/ // Q.H/ // 0

as the boundary morphism of the long exact sequence in E-theory associated to the top
row.

2.4. The analytic surgery exact sequence

Let eX be a proper metric space such that the countable discrete group � acts properly,
freely, and isometrically on it. The algebras defined in the previous section fit in the fol-
lowing exact sequence:

� � � ! K�
�
C �.eX/��! K�

�
D�.eX/��! K�

�
D�.eX/�=C �.eX/��! � � � ; (2.4)

called the Higson–Roe analytic surgery exact sequence. Notice that K�.C �.eX/�/ is
isomorphic to K�.C

�
r .�// and recall that K�.D�.eX/�=C �.eX/�/ is isomorphic to

KK��1.C0.X/;C/ by Paschke duality. In [39], Roe proves that the boundary morphism
of (2.4) is equivalent to the assembly map. In other words, the diagram

K�C1
�
D�.eX/�=C �.eX/�� @ //

P

��

K�
�
C �.eX/��
Š

��

K�� .
eX/ ��X // K�

�
C �r .�/

� (2.5)

is commutative. Here we used the fact that, because the action of � on eX is proper and free,
the equivariant K-homology group KK�� .C0.eX/;C/ is isomorphic to KK�.C0.X/;C/.

3. The adiabatic groupoid and the gauge adiabatic groupoid

We refer the reader to [14] and the bibliography inside it for the notations and a detailed
overview about groupoids and index theory. A more recent overview about the subject can
be found in [18].

3.1. Lie groupoids and Lie algebroids

Definition 3.1. Let G and G.0/ be two sets. A groupoid structure on G over G.0/ is given
by the following morphisms.

� An injective map u W G.0/ ! G, called the unit map. We can identify G.0/ with its
image in G.
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� Two surjective maps r; s W G ! G.0/, which are, respectively, the range and source
map.

� An involution i W G ! G,  7! �1, called the inverse map. It satisfies s ı i D r .

� A map p W G.2/ ! G, .1; 2/ 7! 1 � 2, called the product, where the set

G.2/ WD
®
.1; 2/ 2 G �G j s.1/ D r.2/

¯
is the set of composable pair. Moreover, for .1; 2/2G.2/, we have r.1 � 2/D r.1/
and s.1 � 2/ D s.2/.

The following properties must be fulfilled.

� The product is associative: for any 1, 2, 3 inG, such that s.1/D r.2/ and s.2/D
r.3/, the following equality holds:

.1 � 2/ � 3 D 1 � .2 � 3/:

� For any  in G, r./ �  D  � s./ D  and  � �1 D r./.

We denote a groupoid structure on G over G.0/ by G� G.0/, where the arrows stand
for the source and target maps.

We will adopt the following notations:

GA WD s
�1.A/; GB D r�1.B/; and GBA D GA \G

B

in particular if x 2 G.0/, where the s-fiber (respectively, the r-fiber) of G over x is Gx D
s�1.x/ (respectively, Gx D r�1.x/).

Definition 3.2. We call G a Lie groupoid when G and G.0/ are second-countable smooth
manifolds withG.0/ Hausdorff, the structural homomorphisms are smooth, u is an embed-
ding, r and s are submersions, and i is a diffeomorphism.

Definition 3.3. A Lie algebroid A D .p W A! TM; Œ ; �A/ on a smooth manifold M is
a vector bundle A! M equipped with a bracket Œ ; �A W �.A/ � �.A/! �.A/ on the
module of sections of A, together with a homomorphism of fiber bundle p W A! TM

from A to the tangent bundle TM of M , called the anchor map, fulfilling the following
conditions:

� the bracket Œ ; �A is R-bilinear, antisymmetric and satisfies the Jacobi identity;

� ŒX; f Y �A D f ŒX;Y �AC p.X/.f /Y for allX;Y 2 �.A/ and f is a smooth function
of M ;

� p.ŒX; Y �A/ D Œp.X/; p.Y /� for all X; Y 2 �.A/.

The tangent space to s-fibers, that is TsG WD kerds D
S
x2G.0/ TGx , has the structure

of a Lie algebroid on G.0/, with an anchor map given by dr . It is denoted by AG and we
call it the Lie algebroid of G. One can prove that it is isomorphic to the normal bundle of
the inclusion G.0/ ,! G; see [8, p. 43].
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3.2. The adiabatic groupoid and the gauge adiabatic groupoid

Let M0 be a smooth compact submanifold of a smooth manifold M with normal bundle
N . As a set, the deformation to the normal cone is

DNC.M0;M/ WD N � ¹0º tM �R: (3.1)

In order to recall its smooth structure, we fix an exponential map, which is a diffeomor-
phism � from a neighborhood V 0 of the zero sectionM0 in N to a neighborhood V ofM0

inM . We may cover DNC.M0;M/ with two open sets:M �R�, with the product differ-
entiable structure, and W D N � 0 t V � R�, endowed with the differentiable structure
for which the map

‰W
®
.m; �; t/ 2 N �R j .m; t�/ 2 V 0

¯
! W (3.2)

given by .m; �; t/ 7! .�.m; t�/; t/, for t ¤ 0, and by .m; �; 0/ 7! .m; �; 0/, for t D 0, is a
diffeomorphism. One can verify that the transition map on the overlap of these two charts
is smooth; see, for instance, [27, Section 3.1].

Definition 3.4. The adiabatic groupoid GŒ0;1�ad is given by the groupoid

AG � ¹0º [G � .0; 1�� G.0/ � Œ0; 1�;

with the smooth structure given by the deformation to the normal cone associated to the
embedding G.0/ ,! G. We will use the notation GŒ0;1/ad for the restriction of the adiabatic
groupoid to the interval open at 1, given by

AG � ¹0º [G � .0; 1/� G.0/ � Œ0; 1/:

Remark 3.5. Let ev0WC �r .G
Œ0;1�
ad /! C �r .AG/ be the evaluation at t D 0, then the asso-

ciated KK-element is a KK-equivalence. Indeed notice that C �r .AG/ is nuclear and that
the kernel of ev0 is isomorphic to the contractible C �-algebra C �r .G/˝ C0..0; 1�/. Then
Œev0�WKK.A;C �r .G

Œ0;1�
ad //!KK.A;C �r .AG//, understood as the Kasparov product with

Œev0� on the right, is an isomorphism for all C �-algebras A. This implies that there exists
an element Œev0��1 2 KK.C �r .AG/; C

�
r .G

Œ0;1�
ad // such that Œev0��1 ˝ Œev0� D 1C�r .AG/

and Œev0�˝ Œev0��1 D 1C�r .GŒ0;1�ad /
.

Now we recall a definition from [16, Section 2.3]. We have a natural action of the
group R�C compatible with the groupoid structure on GŒ0;1/ad defined as follows. Define

˛W .0; 1� �R�C ! .0; 1/; ˛.t; �/ D
2

�
arctan

�
� tan

��
2
t
��
:

Then one can easily check that ˛.˛.t; �/; �0/ D ˛.t; ��0/.
Thus we have that the map defined by .; t I�/ 7!.;˛.t;�// for t¤0 and .x;V;0I�/ 7!

.x; 1
�
V; 0/ gives an action of R�C on GŒ0;1/ad . Notice that this action is isomorphic to the

action on Gad from [16, Section 2.3].
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Definition 3.6. The gauge adiabatic groupoid GŒ0;1/ga is the Lie groupoid obtained as the
crossed product of this action:

GŒ0;1/ga WD G
Œ0;1/
ad ÌR�C� G.0/ � Œ0; 1/:

3.3. Groupoid C �-algebras

We can associate to a Lie groupoidG the �-algebra C1c .G;�
1=2.kerds˚ kerdr// of the

compactly supported sections of the half densities bundle associated to ker ds ˚ ker dr ,
with

� the involution given by f �./ D f .�1/ and

� the product defined as f � g./ D
R
�2Gs./

f .��1/g.�/.

For all x 2 G.0/, the algebra C1c .G; �
1=2.ker ds ˚ ker dr// can be represented on

L2.Gx ; �
1=2.Gx// by

�x.f /�./ D

Z
�2Gx

f .��1/g.�/;

where f 2 C1c .G;�
1=2.ker ds ˚ ker dr// and � 2 L2.Gx ; �1=2.Gx//.

Definition 3.7. The reduced C �-algebra of a Lie groupoid G, denoted by C �r .G/, is the
completion of C1c .G;�

1=2.ker ds ˚ ker dr// with respect to the norm

kf kr D sup
x2G.0/

k�x.f /k:

The full C �-algebra of G is the completion of C1c .G; �
1=2.ker ds ˚ ker dr// with

respect to the norm
kf kf ul l D sup

�
k�.f /k;

where � ranges over all non-degenerate �-representation ofC1c .G;�
1=2.kerds˚kerdr//

on Hilbert spaces.

Definition 3.8. Let G be a Lie groupoid, then we associate to it a short exact sequence of
C �-algebras:

0! C �r
�
G � .0; 1/

�
! C �r

�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

� ev0
��! C �r .AG/! 0 (3.3)

and we are going to call the long exact sequence in K-theory

� � � ! K�
�
C �r
�
G � .0; 1/

��
! K�

�
C �r
�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

�� ev0
��! K�

�
C �r .AG/

�
! � � � (3.4)

the (reduced) adiabatic exact sequence of G.

The boundary map of (3.4) is given by the composition of the KK-element

Œev0��1 ˝ Œev1� 2 KK
�
C �r .AG/; C

�
r .G/

�
; (3.5)
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and the suspension isomorphism S . Finally, notice that there is an analogous extension for
the full groupoid C �-algebras.

It is worth to point out that the Connes–Thom isomorphism [9, 22] gives a natural
isomorphism of long exact sequences of KK-groups:

� � � // KK�
�
A;C �r .G/˝C0.0; 1/

�
//

TC

��

KK�
�
A;C �r

�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

��
//

TC

��

KK�
�
A;C �r .AG/

�
//

TC

��

� � �

� � � // KK�C1
�
A;C �r .G/˝K

�
// KK�C1

�
A;C �r

�
G
Œ0;1/
ga

��
// KK�C1

�
A;C �r .AG/ ÌR�C

�
// � � �

(3.6)
for any separable C �-algebra A, where the vertical arrows are given by the Kasparov
product by the element constructed in [22, Proposition 1 (i)]. Notice that the map R�C �
R�C!R�C ÌR�C given by .x1;x2/ 7! .x2;

x1
x2
/ gives an isomorphism of Lie groupoids over

R�C. Now, up to identify R�C and .0; 1/, we have that the last isomorphism of groupoids
induces the following isomorphism of C �-algebras:

C �r .G/˝ C0.0; 1/ ÌR�C Š C
�
r .G/˝K: (3.7)

3.4. The Lie groupoid eX ��
eX

Let � WeX ! X be a Galois �-covering. Then the diagonal action of � on eX � eX is proper
and free. Let G D eX �� eX be the quotient of this action. It has a Lie groupoid structure
over X described as follows:

� the source and the range are given by s.Œzx1; zx2�/ D �.zx2/ and r.Œzx1; zx2�/ D �.zx1/;

� the product of Œzx1; zx2� and Œzx3; zx4� is given by Œzx1; .zx2; zx3/ � zx4�, where .zx2; zx3/ is
the element of � that sends zx3 to zx2.

The reduced C �-algebra C �r .eX �� eX/ is the C �-closure of the C1c .eX �� eX/ with
respect to the reduced norm. One can see this �-algebra simply as �-equivariant smooth-
ing kernels on the universal covering of X . It is easy to prove that C �r .eX �� eX/ is Morita
equivalent to C �r .�/.

The Lie algebroid of G is isomorphic to TX , the tangent bundle of X , and the anchor
map is given by the identity. The reduced C �-algebra of the tangent bundle C �r .TX/ is
isomorphic to the C �-algebra C0.T �X/ of continuous function vanishing at infinity. This
isomorphism is given by the fiber-wise Fourier transform.

Let us denote by @�X 2 KK.C0.T
�X/; C �r .�// the element defined in (3.5) (up to

Fourier transform and Morita equivalences). In [31], it is proved that the map induced by
the Kasparov product with @�X is the �-equivariant analytical index of Atiyah–Singer.

3.5. Poincaré duality

Let us consider the Lie groupoid of the pairs X � X over X . The groupoid C �-algebra
C �r .X �X/ is isomorphic to K.L2.X//, the algebra of compact operators on L2.X/. Its
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Lie algebroid is still TX and

� ˝@X WKK
�
�
C; C0.T

�X/
�
! KK�.C;C/ (3.8)

is equivalent to the analytic index of Atiyah–Singer.
Now, let mWC0.T �X/˝ C.X/! C0.T

�X/ be the morphism given by

� ˝ f 7! � � ��f;

where � is the bundle projection. Then the so-called Dirac element

DX WD Œm�˝C0.T �X/ @X 2 KK
�
C0.T

�X/˝ C.X/;C
�

implements, by the Kasparov product, the Poincaré duality

� ˝DX WKK
�
C; C0.T

�X/
�
! KK

�
C.X/;C

�
(3.9)

whose inverse is given by the principal symbol map. See [11, 12, 28] for a detailed proof.

3.6. Pseudodifferential operators

Let us recall the definition of a pseudodifferential G-operator. We refer the reader to [32,
43, 44] for pseudodifferential calculus on Lie groupoids. All along the paper, we will
consider classical pseudodifferential operators and classical symbols, without specifying
it anymore.

Definition 3.9. A linear G-operator is a continuous linear map

P WC1c .G;�
1=2/! C1.G;�1=2/

such that

� P restricts to a continuous family .Px/x2G.0/ of linear operatorsPx WC1c .Gx ;�
1=2/!

C1.Gx ; �
1=2/ such that

Pf ./ D Ps./fs././ 8f 2 C
1
c .G;�

1=2/;

where fx denotes the restriction of f to Gx ;

� the following equivariance property holds:

UPs./ D Pr./U ;

where U is the map induced on functions by the right multiplication by  .

A linear G-operator P is pseudodifferential of order m if

� its Schwartz kernel kP is smooth outside G.0/ and
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� for every distinguished chart  W U � G ! � � s.U / � Rn�p �Rp of G:

U
 

//

s
!!

� � s.U /

p2
yy

s.U /

the operator . �1/�P � W C1c .� � s.U // ! C1c .� � s.U // is a smooth family
parametrized by s.U / of pseudodifferential operators of order m on �.

We say that P is smoothing if kP is smooth and that P is compactly supported if kP
is compactly supported on G.

The space ‰�c .G/ of the compactly supported pseudodifferential G-operators is an
involutive algebra. Observe that a pseudodifferentialG-operator induces a family of pseu-
dodifferential operators on s-fibers. So we can define the principal symbol of a pseudod-
ifferential G-operator P as a function �.P / on S�G, the cosphere bundle associated to
the Lie algebroid AG by

�.P /.x; �/ D �.Px/.x; �/;

where �.Px/ is the principal symbol of the pseudodifferential operatorPx on the manifold
Gx . Conversely, given a symbol f of order m on A�G together with the following data:

(1) a smooth embedding � W U ! AG, where U is an open set in G containing G.0/,
such that �.G.0// D G.0/, .d�/jG.0/ D Id, and �./ 2 As./G for all  2 U ;

(2) a smooth compactly supported map � W G ! RC such that ��1.1/ D G.0/;

then a G-pseudodifferential operator Pf;�;� is obtained by the formula

Pf;�;�u./ D

Z
 02Gs./; �2A�

r./
G

e�i�.
0�1/��f

�
r./; �

�
�. 0�1/u. 0/

with u 2 C1c .G;�
1=2/. The principal symbol of Pf;�;� is just the leading part of f .

The principal symbol map respects a point-wise product while the product law for
total symbols is much more involved. An operator is elliptic when its principal symbol
never vanishes and in that case, as in the classical situation, it has a parametrix inverting
it modulo ‰�1c .G/ D C1c .G/.

Remark 3.10. All these definitions and properties immediately extend to the case of oper-
ators acting between sections of bundles on G.0/ pulled back to G with the range map r .
The space of compactly supported pseudodifferential operators onG acting on sections of
r�E and taking values in sections of r�F will be noted ‰�c .G;E; F /. If F D E, we get
an algebra denoted by ‰�c .G;E/.

The operators of zero order ‰0c .G/ form a subalgebra of the multiplier algebra
M.C �r .G// and we will denote by ‰0.G/ its closure in the C �-norm. Moreover, the
closure of the operators of negative order is C �r .G/.
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From now on, G will be the Lie groupoid eX �� eX � X , where � acts on eX freely
and properly with X D eX=� .

Remark 3.11. In our particular case, it turns out that the algebra of 0-order pseudod-
ifferential G-operators is nothing but the algebra ‰0�;prop.

eX/ of a properly supported
�-invariant pseudodifferential operator on eX ; see [32, Example 4.4]. We will denote by
‰0�.

eX/ its C �-closure.

As in the classical case, one has the following pseudodifferential extension:

0! C �r .G/! ‰0.G/
�
�! C.S�G/! 0;

where the role of compact operators is played by the groupoid C �-algebra and symbols
are functions on the cosphere bundle of the Lie algebroid.

If we take the pseudodifferential extension of the adiabatic groupoid, we have the
following short exact sequence:

0! C �r
�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

�
! ‰0

�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

� �
�! C

�
S�
�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

��
! 0: (3.10)

Since A.G
Œ0;1/
ad / is isomorphic to A.G/� Œ0; 1/, it follows thatK�.C.S�.G

Œ0;1/
ad /// is triv-

ial and then, by exactness, one has that the first arrows of (3.10) induce the isomorphism

K�
�
C �r
�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

��
Š K�

�
‰0
�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

��
: (3.11)

Let us investigate then more closely the algebra ‰0.GŒ0;1/ad /. It is a C0.Œ0; 1//-algebra
such that

� at t ¤ 0 we have the algebra ‰0.G/, that is isomorphic to ‰0�.eX/; so for t 2 .0; 1/
we have a path Pt of �-equivariant operators on eX such that P1 D 0 and the propa-
gation of Pt goes to 0 as t goes to 0 (recall the differential structure of the adiabatic
deformation given by (3.2));

� at t D 0 we have‰0.TX/, where we are seeing TX�X as a Lie groupoid. Since the
source and the target maps are the same for TX , it turns out that an element in‰0.TX/
is a family of Rk-invariant pseudodifferential operators on Rk , with k D dimX . Since
a pseudodifferential operator is uniquely determined by its total symbol and since
we are considering polyhomogeneous symbols, it is easy to check that ‰0

Rk .R
k/ is

isomorphic to the closure of S0.Rk/R
k
, the algebra of the Rk-equivariant symbols on

Rk . But this algebra is isomorphic to the algebra of continuous functions on the closed
unit ball Bk . Hence at t D 0 we have the algebra C.B�X/ of the continuous functions
on the co-disk bundle of X .

Consider the map mWC.X/! ‰0�.
eX/ which associates to a function f the operator

m.f / of multiplication by f . The mapping cone C �-algebra of m is given by

Cm WD
®
.f; Pt / 2 C.X/˚‰

0
�.
eX/Œ0; 1/ j P0 D m.f /

¯
:

Observe that such a path Pt defines an element in ‰0.GŒ0;1/ad /, thus inducing a �-
homomorphism �WCm ! ‰0.G

Œ0;1/
ad /.
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Lemma 3.12. The �-homomorphism � induces an isomorphism

Œ��WK�.Cm/! K�
�
‰0
�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

��
:

Proof. The commutative diagram

0 // ‰0�.
eX/˝ C0.0; 1/ //

��

Cm
ev0 //

�

��

C.X/ //

��

0

0 // ‰0�.
eX/˝ C0.0; 1/ // ‰0

�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

� ev0 // ‰0.TX/ // 0

has exact rows. Moreover, up to the isomorphism between ‰0.TX/ and C.B�X/, the
right vertical arrow is exactly given by the pull-back of functions induced by � WB�X !
X . Since � is a homotopy equivalence, �� induces an isomorphism in K-theory. By the
Five Lemma, it follows that � induces an isomorphism of K-groups.

4. The main theorem

From now on, let G� X be the Lie groupoid eX �� eX of Subsection 3.4. In this section,
we are going to compare the adiabatic exact sequence (3.4) associated to G and the ana-
lytic surgery exact sequence (2.4) for eX and we establish an explicit isomorphism between
them.

4.1. First approach

First consider the Hilbert space H WD L2
�eX � .0; 1/�. It is a very ample �-equivariant

C0.eX/-module. Now observe that the essential �-ideal C �r .G/ ˝ C0.0; 1/ Ì R�C of
C �r .G

Œ0;1/
ga / is isomorphic to the subalgebra C �.eX/� of B.H /. This implies that the alge-

bra C �r .G
Œ0;1/
ga / is faithfully represented on H through a �-homomorphism

�WC �r
�
GŒ0;1/ga

�
! B.H /:

Remark 4.1. One can see the C �-algebra

C �r .G/˝ C0.0; 1/ ÌR�C Š C
�
r .G/˝K

�
L2.0; 1/

�
(remember (3.7) for this isomorphism) as the �-equivariant elements of a subalgebra sit-
ting inside the multipliers of the groupoid C �-algebra of eG WD eX � eX � .0; 1/� .0; 1/�eX . Notice that, although one is tempted to say that C �r .G/ ˝ K.L2.0; 1// is the �-
equivariant part of C �r .eG/ itself, this is not true: indeed C �r .eG/ is defined as the closure
of compactly supported elements and it is isomorphic to K.H /, whereas the equivari-
ant lifts of elements in C �r .G/˝ K.L2.0; 1// are supported near the diagonal: in other
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words they are properly supported, but not compactly supported. The same reasoning
holds for C �r .G

Œ0;1/
ga /, which is the �-equivariant part of a subalgebra in the multipliers of

C �r .
eGŒ0;1/ga /.
Finally, observe that if z� 2 C1.eGŒ0;1/ga / is the �-equivariant lift of an element � 2

C1c .G
Œ0;1/
ga /, then �.�/ is the image of the lift z� through the extension to multiplier algebras

of the morphism z�WC �r .eG/˝ C0.0; 1/ ÌR�C ! K.H /.

Lemma 4.2. The image of � is contained in D�.eX/� .

Proof. By Remark 4.1, we deduce that f � �.�/ D z�.r�f � z�/ and �.�/ � f D z�.s�f � z�/
for all f 2 C0.eX/ and for all � 2 C �r .G

Œ0;1/
ga /. Since at the parameter 0 the range and the

source maps coincide, we have that r�f D s�f and then that, at the parameter 0, Œ�.�/; f �
vanishes. Therefore, for all � 2 C �r .G

Œ0;1/
ga / and f 2 C0.eX/, Œ�.�/; f � is not only in the

image of C �r .G/ ˝ K.L2.0; 1//, but in K.L2.eX/ ˝ L2.0; 1// because f is a limit of
compactly supported functions.

Finally, observe that the image of C �r .G
Œ0;1/
ga / into B.H / is the closure of a �-algebra

of �-equivariant operators of finite propagation. It follows that �.C �r .G
Œ0;1/
ga // is contained

in D�.eX/� .

As a consequence of the previous lemma, we have the commutative diagram of C �-
algebras

0 // C �r .G/˝K //

�jC�r .G/˝K

��

C �r
�
G
Œ0;1/
ga

�
//

�

��

C �r .TX ÌR�C/
//

N�

��

0

0 // C �.eX/� // D�.eX/� // D�.eX/�=C �.eX/� // 0

(4.1)

where the first and the third vertical arrows are the restriction of � to C �r .G/˝K and the
well-defined map induced on the quotient by �, respectively.

Theorem 4.3. The vertical arrows of diagram (4.1) induce isomorphisms in K-theory.

Proof. Obviously �WC �r .G/˝K! C �.eX/� induces an isomorphism. So if we prove that
ŒN��WK�.C

�
r .TX ÌR�C//! K�.D

�.eX/�=C �.eX/�/ is an isomorphism, thanks to the Five
Lemma, we obtain the desired result.

First of all recall that, by using isomorphism (2.1), we can replace D�.eX/�=C �.eX/�
with D�.X/=C �.X/. Since Paschke duality is an isomorphism, it follows that proving
that P ı Œ��WK�.C

�
r .TX Ì R�C//! KK�C1.C.X/;C/ is an isomorphism is equivalent

to prove that ŒN�� is so.
Recall that Paschke duality is given by the asymptotic morphism ��.u/ in (2.3), hence

P ı ŒN�� is given by the asymptotic morphism

.N�˝ idC.X//���.u/ 2 E1
�
C �r .TX ÌR�C/˝ C.X/;C

�
: (4.2)
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Observe that, since C �r .TX Ì R�C/ ˝ C.X/ is nuclear, .N� ˝ idC.X//���.u/ is an ele-
ment of KK1.C �r .TX Ì R�C/˝ C.X/;C/. Moreover, .�˝ idC.X//���.u/ D .� ı .N�˝
idC.X///�.u/ and � ı .N�˝ idC.X// D N� ı N�, where

N�WC �r .TX ÌR�C/˝ C.X/! C �r .TX ÌR�C/

is the �-homomorphism of C �-algebras given by � ˝ f 7! � � r�f (notice that � � r�f D
s�f � � so that N� is well defined, with the source and the target maps of TX Ì R�C being
equal).

Hence P ı ŒN�� is given by the KK-element N��N��.u/. But N��.u/ is exactly the boundary
map of the second row of (3.6) for G D X � X and then for C �r .G/ Š K.L2.X//. So
TC ı N��.u/ ı TC�1 is equal to the composition of the KK-element @X in (3.8) and the
suspension isomorphism S . Moreover, since C0.0; 1/ ÌRC Š K, the composition of the
suspension isomorphism and TC corresponds to the Morita equivalence KK.C; A/ Š
KK.C; A˝K/.

Finally, observe that TC ı Œ N�� ı TC�1 is equal to Œm�, the morphism used in Section
3.5 to define the KK-element DX . It follows that TC ı P ı ŒN�� ı TC�1 ı S�1 is equal to
DX , which defines the Poincaré duality (3.9). In conclusion, we have that

ŒN�� D P�1 ı TC�1 ıDX (4.3)

and consequently that ŒN�� is an isomorphism.

4.2. Second approach

Let D�.eX/� be the structure Roe algebra associated to the very ample �-equivariant
C0.eX/-module L2.eX/˝H , with H D l2.N/. Let us consider the subalgebra

L1.X/˝ B.H/ Š L1.eX/� ˝ B.H/ � B.L2.eX/˝H/I
it is immediate to see that L1.X/˝ B.H/ is contained in D�.eX/� .

Lemma 4.4. Let j be the inclusion L1.X/ ˝ B.H/ ! D�.eX/� and let SD�.eX/�
denote the suspension of D�.eX/� . Then the inclusion of SD�.eX/� into Cj , the mapping
cone C �-algebra of j , induces an isomorphism in K-theory.

Proof. Consider the following exact sequence:

0! SD�.eX/� ! Cj ! L1.X/˝ B.H/! 0:

By the Künneth theorem, since K�.B.H// is trivial, the K-theory of L1.X/˝ B.H/ is
trivial too. Then the desired isomorphism follows.

Theorem 4.5. The following maps induce isomorphisms in K-theory:

SD�.eX/� ! Cj  Cm ! ‰0
�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

�
 C �r

�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

�
: (4.4)
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Proof. The first arrow induces the isomorphism stated in Lemma 4.4, the third arrow
induces the isomorphism of Lemma 3.12, and the last arrow gives the isomorphism in
(3.11). The only isomorphism to check is the one induced by the second arrow. The dia-
gram

0

��

0

��

0

��

0

��

0

��

SC �.eX/� //

��

SC �.eX/�
��

SC �r .G/
oo //

��

SC �r .G/

��

SC �r .G/
oo

��

SD�.eX/� //

��

Cj

��

Cm
oo //

��

‰0
�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

�
��

C �r
�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

�
oo

��

S
�
D�.X/=C �.X/

�
//

��

Cj 0

��

C��oo //

��

‰0
�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

�
=SC �r .G/

��

C �r .TX/
oo

��

0 0 0 0 0

(4.5)

is commutative with exact columns and, using the Five Lemma, one can prove that all the
horizontal arrows but Cm ! Cj and C�� ! Cj 0 induce isomorphisms in K-theory.

Here C�� is the mapping cone of ��WC.X/! C.S�X/ and Cj 0 is the mapping cone
of j 0WL1.X/˝B.H/!D�.X/=C �.X/. Notice that here we freely identify the algebra
D�.eX/�=C �.eX/� with the algebra D�.X/=C �.X/.

In order to apply the Five Lemma for the second and third columns, we are proving
that C�� ! Cj 0 induces an isomorphism. To that aim we are going to use, as in the proof
of Theorem 4.3, the naturality of Paschke and Poincaré duality.

First notice that C.X/ is a subalgebra of the multipliers of all the algebras in the
bottom row of diagram (4.5). Moreover, C.X/ commutes with all of them into their mul-
tipliers algebra: C�� , ‰0.G

Œ0;1/
ad /=SC �r .G/ and C �r .TX/ are commutative, so for them

it is obvious; for D�.X/=C �.X/ it is true by definition of pseudolocality; finally C.X/
commutes with L1.X/˝ B.H/ because it acts only on the factor L1.X/. Let A denote
any among the algebras in the bottom row of diagram (4.5), then we have a well defined
�-homomorphism mAWC.X/˝ A! A, because of the commutativity just observed.

Secondly observe that, if we substitute C �.eX/� with C �.X/, D�.eX/� with D�.X/,
and G with the groupoid X � X , by considering the diagram analogous to (4.5) (that we
will call the non-equivariant diagram), in the bottom row we obtain the same algebras we
have in the bottom row of diagram (4.5), and in the first row we have the suspension of
compact operators K.L2.X// everywhere.

As before, let A denote any among the algebras in the bottom row of diagram (4.5),
then let us denote by @A 2 E.A;C/ Š E.A;K/ the E-theory element associated to the
boundary map of the column in the new diagram corresponding to A.
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So for each A, by pulling-back through mA, we obtain E-theory elements m�A.@A/ 2
E.A˝C.X/;C/, which give in turn group morphismsm�A.@A/WK�.A/!KK

�.C.X/;C/.
By the commutativity of the non-equivariant diagram we deduce that

K�.A/
˛ //

m�A.@A/ ''

K�.A
0/

m�
A0
.@A0 /ww

KK�
�
C.X/;C

� (4.6)

is commutative, for any arrow ˛WA! A0 in the bottom row of diagram (4.5). We obtain
the following isomorphisms.

� If ˛W A ! A0 is given by S.D�.X/=C �.X// ! Cj 0 , we have that m�A.@A/ is the
Paschke duality, and in Lemma 4.4 it was proven that the map inK-theory induced by
˛ is an isomorphism: by the commutativity of (4.6), m�

Cj 0
.@Cj 0

/ is an isomorphism.

� Analogously, if ˛WA!A0 is given by C �r .TX/!‰0.G
Œ0;1/
ad /=SC �r .G/, we have that

m�A.@A/ is the Poincaré duality and we deduce by (3.11) and the Five Lemma that the
map in K-theory induced by ˛ is an isomorphism. Then in this case also m�A0.@A0/ is
an isomorphism.

� In the exactly same way, if ˛WA! A0 is given by C�� ! ‰0.G
Œ0;1/
ad /=SC �r .G/, we

deduce from Lemma 3.12 and the Five Lemma that ˛ induces an isomorphism in K-
theory and then that m�

C��
.@C�� / is an isomorphism.

� Finally, since m�
C��

.@C�� / and m�
Cj 0
.@Cj 0

/ are isomorphisms, then by the commu-
tativity of (4.6) we deduce that the map in K-theory induced by C�� ! Cj 0 is an
isomorphism.

Thanks to the last isomorphism we can use the Five Lemma to deduce that Cm ! Cj
induces an isomorphism and this completes the proof of the theorem.

Remark 4.6. As a by-product of this proof, we obtain that the Higson–Roe exact se-
quence associated to the �-space eX is isomorphic to the long exact sequence in K-theory
induced by the following short exact sequence:

0! SC �r .G/! Cm ! C�� ! 0:

This exact sequence is fundamental in the recent work of the author with Paolo Piazza and
Thomas Schick [36].

5. Stratified spaces

In this section, we are going to see that the previous results apply without much more
effort to the context of smoothly stratified spaces. For the comfort of the reader, it seems
suitable to treat first the non-singular case and then to explain why it works in the same
way for the singular context. This allows to separate the difficulties of the proof (which is
the same in both settings) from the issues arising when one treats stratified spaces.
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5.1. Blow-up groupoid

We quickly recall the blow-up construction in the groupoid context from [17]. Let Y
be a smooth compact manifold, let X be a submanifold of Y , and let DNC.Y; X/ be
the associated deformation to the normal cone; see Section 3.2. The group R� acts on
DNC.Y;X/ by

� �
�
.x; �/; 0

�
D
�
.x;��1�/; 0

�
; � � .y; t/D .y;�t/ with .x; �/ 2N Y

X ; .y; t/ 2 Y �R�:

Given a commutative diagram of smooth maps

X
� � //

f

��

Y

f

��

X 0
� � // Y 0

where the horizontal arrows are inclusions of submanifolds, we naturally obtain a smooth
map DNC.f /WDNC.Y;X/! DNC.Y 0; X 0/.

This map is defined by

DNC.f /.y; �/ D .f .y/; �/; for y 2 Y and � 2 R;

DNC.f /.x; �; 0/ D
�
f .x/; fN .�/; 0

�
for .x; �/ 2 N Y

X ;

where fN WN Y
X ! N Y 0

X 0 is the linear map induced by the differential df . Moreover, it is
equivariant with respect to the action of R�.

The action of R� is free and locally proper on DNC.Y; X/ n X � R and we define
Blup.Y;X/ as the quotient space of this action.

IfH �H .0/ is a closed subgroupoid of a Lie groupoid G� G.0/, then DNC.G;H/
is a Lie groupoid over DNC.G.0/; H .0//, where the source and target maps are simply
given by DNC.s/ and DNC.r/ as defined above. On the other hand, Blup.G;H/ is not a
Lie groupoid over Blup.G.0/;H .0//, since the Blup construction is not functorial.

Definition 5.1. The blow-up groupoid of H in G is defined as the dense open subset of
Blup.G;H/ given by

Blupr;s.G;H/

WD
�

DNC.G;H/ n
�
H �R [ DNC.s/�1.H .0/

�R/ [ DNC.r/�1.H .0/
�R/

��
=R�I

it is a Lie groupoid over Blup.G.0/;H .0//.

We shall be also interested in a variant of this construction: we consider

DNC.G;H/� DNC.G.0/;H .0//

and define DNCC.G;H/ as its restriction to .NG.0/

H .0/ /
C � ¹0º [G.0/ �R�C with .NG.0/

H .0/ /
C

denoting the positive normal bundle, where, for h2H .0/, .NG.0/

H .0/ /
C

h
is defined by .Rn/C WD
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RnC once we fix a linear isomorphism .NG.0/

H .0/ /h with Rn. We also define BlupC.G;H/ as
the quotient of DNCC.G;H/ nH � RC by the action of R�C. We obtain in this way the
groupoid

BlupCr;s.G;H/� BlupC.G.0/;H .0//:

5.2. Manifolds with fibered corners and iterated edge metrics

Let us recall the notion of a manifold with fibered corners, due to Melrose.

Definition 5.2. Let X be a compact manifold with corners and let H1; : : : ; Hk be an
exhaustive list of its set of boundary hypersurfaces M1X . Suppose that each boundary
hypersurfaceHi is the total space of a smooth fibration �i WHi ! Si , where the base Si is
also a compact manifold with corners. The collection of fibrations � D .�1; : : : ;�k/ is said
to be an iterated fibration structure if there is a partial order on the set of hypersurfaces
such that

(1) for any subset I � ¹1; : : : ; kº with
T
i2I Hi ¤ ;, the set ¹Hi j i 2 I º is totally

ordered;

(2) if Hi < Hj , then Hi \Hj ¤ ;, �i WHi \Hj ! Si is a surjective submersion,
and Sj i WD �j .Hi \Hj / � Sj is a boundary hypersurface of the manifold with
corners Sj . Moreover, there is a surjective submersion �j i WSj i ! Si such that on
Hi \Hj we have �j i ı �j D �i ;

(3) the boundary hypersurfaces of Sj are exactly the Sj i withHi < Hj . In particular,
if Hi is minimal, then Si is a closed manifold.

Denote by Zj the fiber of the fibration �j WHj ! Sj .

The quotient space SX D X= �, where

x � y , x D y or 9i such that x; y 2 Hi with 'i .x/ D 'i .y/;

is a so-called Thom–Mather stratified space with strata ¹S1; : : : ; Skº; see [30]. In turn, X
is called a resolution of SX .

Recall from [1–3] that an incomplete iterated edge metric g (shortly an iie-metric) is
a metric on VX such that in a collar neighborhood of a hypersurface Hi it takes the form

dx2i C x
2
i gZi C '

�gSi ;

where xi is a boundary defining function ofHi and gZj and gSj are metrics with the same
structure on Zj and Sj . In particular, an iie-metric on VX induces a Riemannian metric on
each stratum of SX and that these metrics fit together continuously.

In particular, by [33, Theorem 2.4.7], the topology on SX is that of the metric space
with distance between two points given by taking the minimum over rectifiable curves
joining them. As a metric space, SX is complete and locally compact [33, Theorem 2.4.17]
and hence a length space.
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Remark 5.3. Consider a Galois �-covering SeX of SX and its resolution eX . They come
with Galois �-coverings eH i and eS i over Hi and Si , respectively for all i . Moreover,
we have a �-equivariant lift e'i W eH i ! eS i of 'i such that the links are still Zi ; see, for
instance, [37, Section 2.4]. Finally, from an iie-metric g on SX we obtain a �-equivariant
iie-metric zg on SeX .

As in [4, Section 3.5], we can consider the analytic surgery sequence of Higson and
Roe for Thom–Mather spaces, induced by the exact sequence of C �-algebras

� � � ! K�.C
�.SeX/�/! K�.D

�.SeX/�/! K�.D
�.SeX/�=C �.SeX/�/! � � � ; (5.1)

and, as before, we have thatK�.D�.SeX/�=C �.SeX/�/'KK�C1.C.SX/;C/ by Paschke
duality.

5.3. Poincaré duality for stratified spaces

We can associate a Lie groupoid to a manifold with fibered corners in the following way.
Let ¹H1; : : : ; Hkº be a list such that if Hi < Hj ) i < j and observe that if Hi < Hj ,
then Hi �Si Hi � Hi is a closed Lie subgroupoid of Hj �Sj Hj .

Definition 5.4. Let G.X; '/� X be the Lie groupoid

BlupCr;s
�
� � �
�
BlupCr;s

�
BlupCr;s.X �X;H1 �S1 H1/;H2 �S2 H2

�
� � � ;Hk �Sk Hk

�
:

Notice that in this definition the order of the blow-ups is important: if Hi < Hj , then
there is no immersion of Hi �Si Hi into the blow-up of Hj �Sj Hj into X �X . As a set
G.X; '/ is given by

VX � VX [

kG
jD0

.Hj �Sj TSj �Sj Hj /jXj ÌR;

where Xj D Hj n .Hj \
S
i>j Hi /.

Definition 5.5. Consider the adiabatic deformation groupoid G.X; '/Œ0;1/ad � X � Œ0; 1/.
Set X@ WD VX [ .@X � Œ0; 1// and define the non-commutative tangent bundle of X as the
Lie groupoid

T NC
' X WD

�
G.X; '/

Œ0;1/
ad

�
jX@
� X@:

As a set T NC
' X is equal to T VX [

Fk
jD0..Hj �Sj TSj �Sj Hj /jXj ÌR/Œ0;1/ad .

We thus obtain an exact sequence of C �-algebras analogous to (3.3):

0! C �r
�
VX � VX � .0; 1/

�
! C �r

�
G.X; '/

Œ0;1/
ad

�
! C �r

�
T NC
' X

�
! 0: (5.2)

Denote by @.X;'/WKK.C; C �r .T
NC
' X//! KK.C; C �r . VX � VX// the boundary map asso-

ciated to (5.2), up to a suspension isomorphism.
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Denote by qWX@ ! SX the obvious quotient map. Observe that

q ı s D q ı r WT NC
' X ! SX I

this implies that the morphism SmWC �r .T
NC
' X/ ˝ C.SX/! C �r .T

NC
' X/ given by � ˝

f 7! � � .q ı s/�f is well defined.

Definition 5.6. The Dirac element is defined as the following KK-element:

SDX WD Œ
Sm�˝C�r .T NC

' X/ @.X;'/ 2 KK
�
C �r .T

NC
' X/˝ C.SX/;C

�
:

Theorem 5.7 (Poincaré duality [13,15]). Let SX be a Thom–Mather stratified space, then
SDX gives a Poincaré duality. In particular, the Kasparov product with SDX induces the
following isomorphism of KK-groups:

KK
�
C; C �r .T

NC
' X/

�
Š KK

�
C.SX/;C

�
:

Remark 5.8. Observe that the Lie algebroid AG.X; '/ of G.X; '/ is non-canonically
isomorphic to TX and the anchor map AG.X;'/! TX is an isomorphism over VX and it
is the projection onto the kernel of d'i overHi . In particular, we have that the continuous
sections of AG.X; '/ are given by the Lie subalgebra of vector fields over X

Ve.X/ D
®
� 2 Vb.X/I �jHi is tangent to the fibers of 'i W Hi ! Si 8i

¯
;

where
Vb.X/ D

®
� 2 C1.X; TX/I �xi 2 xiC

1.X/ 8i
¯
:

In particular, a continuous metric ge for AG.X; '/ is given by a so-called iterated edge
metric, which is defined as �2g, where g is an iie-metric and the conformal factor is given
by � 2 C1.X/, the product of all the boundary defining functions xi , with i 2 ¹1; : : : ; kº.

It is worth to point out that the proof of Poincaré duality in [15, Theorem 11.1] takes
place in the context of iterated fibered corners metrics which are associated to a slightly
different Lie groupoid: as a set it is the same, whereas the smooth structure is different.
Nevertheless, one can rewrite the entire work in [15, Section 11] by using iterated fibered
corners metrics and the proof of Theorem 5.7 goes, word by word, exactly in the same way.
To have a further insight of why that is true, observe that the proof of Poincaré duality in
[15] corresponds up to KK-equivalence to the one in [13], see [15, Corollary 11.5], but
the last one does not depend on the metric we choose to put on SX .

5.4. The main theorem: the stratified case

Let eX be as in Remark 5.3 and let us denote eX n @eX by eX reg. Consider the Lie groupoid
G.eX;e'/� eX given by

eX reg
� eX reg

[

kG
jD0

�eHj �eSj TeSj �eSj eHj

�
jeXj ÌR
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and observe that there is a proper and free action of � on G.eX;e'/ through groupoid
automorphisms: let g be an element of � and let .x;y/ be in eX reg � eX reg, then g � .x;y/D
.g � x; g � y/; if instead .x; �; y; t/ is an element over the boundary, then g � .x; �; y; t/ D
.g � x; dg � �; g � y; t/.

Definition 5.9. Define the groupoid G � X as the quotient of G.eX;e'/� eX by the
action of � . As a set, it is given by

eX reg
�� eX reg

[

kG
jD0

.Hj �Sj TSj �Sj Hj /jXj ÌR:

Remark 5.10. The fact that, in the restriction of G to the boundary, no product over �
appears is explained in a detailed way in [37, Section 5].

Consequently, we have the following exact sequence of C �-algebras:

0! C �r
�eX reg

�� eX reg
� .0; 1/

�
! C �r

�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

�
! C �r

�
T NC
' X

�
! 0:

Notice thatC �r .eX reg �� eX reg � .0;1/ÌRC/ is a subalgebra of H 0 WDL2.eX reg � .0;1/;g0/,
where we endow eX with a complete iterated edge metric g0. Through the multiplication
by the total boundary function � we get an isomorphism m.�/WH ! H 0 with H WD

L2.eX reg � .0; 1/; g/, where g WD ��2g0 is an iie-metric. It is a �-equivariant C0.SeX/-
module and one can immediately see that the conjugation by m.�/ maps C �r .eX reg ��eX reg � .0; 1/ Ì RC/ isomorphically onto C �.SeX/� . As in Section 4.1, this isomorphism
extends to an injective map S �WC �r .G

Œ0;1/
ga /! B.H /.

Lemma 5.11. The image of S � is contained in D�.SeX/� .

Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 4.2: one checks in the exactly same
way that the commutator of f 2 C0.SeX/ and an element of S �.C �r .G

Œ0;1/
ga // is zero at the

parameter 0 of the deformation. The only additional thing to check is that the commutator
of f is in C0.SeX/ and that an element of S �.C �r .G

Œ0;1/
ga // is zero on the singular part,

which is a necessary condition for being locally compact: indeed compact operators are in
the closure of smoothing operators whose kernel is compactly supported on eX reg � eX reg �

.0; 1/ � .0; 1/. Recall, from the discussion in Remark 4.1, that we can see C �r .G
Œ0;1/
ga / as a

subalgebra in the multiplier algebra of C �r .G.eX;e'// generated by properly supported �-
equivariant elements. Let zq ı pr W eX � Œ0; 1/! SeX be the composition of the projection
to eX and the quotient map. Then it follows that zq�f is constant along the fibers of 'i
for all i D 1; : : : ; k and this implies that r�.zq ı pr/�f D s�.zq ı pr/�f is constant on
G.eX;e'/

j@eX . Consequently, Œf; S �.x/� D S �..r�.zq ı pr/�f � s�.zq ı pr/�f /x/ is zero
on the singular part of SeX . Then, since f is a limit of compactly supported functions,
Œf; S �.x/� is compact. Finally, observe that the image of S � in B.H / is the closure of a
�-algebra of �-equivariant operators of finite propagation, which implies that the image
of S � is contained in D�.SeX/� .
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Now we are able to state the main result of this section whose proof follows exactly
the proof of Theorem 4.3.

Theorem 5.12. There exists a commutative diagram

0 // C �r .
eX reg �� eX reg/˝K //

S �ı
��

C �r
�
G
Œ0;1/
ga

�
//

S �

��

C �r
�
T NC
' X ÌR�C

�
//

S N�

��

0

0 // C �.SeX/� // D�.SeX/� // D�.SeX/�=C �.SeX/� // 0

(5.3)

such that the vertical arrows induce isomorphisms in K-theory.

Remark 5.13. Let us highlight that one can also follow the second approach in Section
4.2, since Lemma 3.12 holds also for G . More precisely, we obtain that the analogous of
the middle column of (4.5) is given by

0! C �r .GjX reg/˝ C0.0; 1/! C
�
C.X/

m
�! ‰0.G /

�
! C

�
C.X/

m
�! †nc.X/

�
! 0;

(5.4)
where †nc.X/ WD ‰0.G /=C �r .GjX reg/ is the C �-algebra of non-commutative symbols.
This C �-algebra is given by the following pull-back:

†nc.X/ //

��

‰0
�
.Gj@X /

Œ0;1/
ad

�
��

C.S�G / // C.S�Gj@X /

(5.5)

Remark 5.14. Notice that Theorem 5.12 reveals the correspondence between K-theoretic
invariants associated to incomplete metrics and the complete metrics obtained under a
conformal change of the metric. Indeed in the first row, complete metrics are used to
define the C �-algebras, whereas in the second row the metrics are incomplete.

6. Comparing secondary invariants

In this section, we shall give the proof of Theorem 1.3. In particular, we are going to
prove that the isomorphism K�C1.D

�.eX/�/ Š K�.C
�
r .G

Œ0;1/
ad //, induced by (4.5), puts

in correspondence the %-classes associated to a metric g with a positive scalar curvature,
defined in [34, 51], respectively.

Let eX be a smooth spin manifold with a free, proper, and isometric action of � . Let
=S denote the spinor bundle over eX . Let g be a �-invariant complete metric on eX and
assume that the scalar curvature of g is positive everywhere on eX . The Lichnerowicz
formula implies that the Dirac operator =D associated to g is invertible.

Denote by �WR! R the sign function and by  WR! R the chopping function t 7!
tp
1Ct2

. There is a path of functions  s W t 7!  . t
1�s

/ such that  0 D  and  1 D �
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(actually it is a continuous path of continuous functions on R n ¹0º, where continuity here
is with respect to the sup norm).

6.1. Coarse invariants

Let us recall the definition of the %-classes of Piazza and Schick in [34].

Definition 6.1. Let dim.eX/ be odd. Since =D is invertible, the operator �. =D/ is a symme-
try in D�.eX/� . Then we can define %.g/ as the class�

1

2
.�. =D/C 1/

�
2 K0

�
D�.eX/��:

HereD�.eX/� is represented on the very ample �-equivariantC0.eX/-moduleL2.=S/˝
l2N and 1

2
.�. =D/C 1/ is intended as the infinite matrix with 1

2
.�. =D/C 1/ in the top left

corner and the identity along all the diagonal.

Remark 6.2. Notice that, in the odd dimensional case, 1
2
.�. =D/C 1/ is exactly P>, the

projection on the positive part of the spectrum of =D. Consequently, %.g/ is the image of
ŒP>� through the map K0.‰0�.eX//! K0.D

�.eX/�/.
Let us now consider the even dimensional context. In this case, the spinor bundle is

graded by the chirality element and it splits in the following way: =S D =SC ˚ =S�. In turn,
the Dirac operator is odd with respect to the grading and it is of the following matrix form:� 0 =DC
=D� 0

�
.

Notice that, even though =SC and =S� are not isomorphic as smooth bundles, there
exists an isometric �-equivariant isomorphism uW =S�! =SC of measurable bundles, which
is given by the Clifford multiplication by any �-invariant vector field whose zero set is of a
measure equal to zero. It induces the unitary �-equivariant maps U WL1.=S�/!L1.=SC/

and U WL2.=S�/! L2.=SC/.

Definition 6.3. Let �C. =D/ be the positive part of �. =D/. Then %.g/ is defined by the class�
U�C. =D/

�
2 K1

�
D�.eX/��:

Here D�.eX/� is represented on the �-equivariant C0.eX/-module L2.=SC/ ˝ l2N.
Moreover, notice that the definition does not depend on the choice of U ; see [35, Sec-
tion 2B2].

6.2. Adiabatic invariants

Since eX is spin, the Lie algebroid of the adiabatic deformation of G D eX �� eX , which
is TX � Œ0; 1�, is obviously spin. So we can consider =Dad, the Dirac operator of GŒ0;1�ad ,
defined on the C1c .G

Œ0;1�
ad /-module C1c .G

Œ0;1�
ad ; r�=S ˝ �1=2/; see [51, Definition 3.21]

for the definition of the Dirac operator on a Lie groupoid with a spin Lie algebroid. Let us
denote by E

Œ0;1�
ad its C �r .G

Œ0;1�
ad /-completion and let us denote by E its restriction at t D 1.
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As explained in Section 3.6, we can consider it as a field of operators such that at t D 1
it is the �-equivariant Dirac operator =D of eX and at t D 0 it is the one given by the Fourier
transform of its symbol, namely by Clifford multiplication.

Notice that  . =Dad/ belongs to ‰0.GŒ0;1�ad /. Moreover, since the restriction of =Dad at
t D 1 is invertible, we have a continuous path of operators  s. =D/ from  . =D/ to �. =D/.

Definition 6.4. Let us define

%ad.g/ D
�
E
Œ0;1/
ad ;  

Œ0;1/
ad . =D/

�
as the class inKK�.C;C �r .G

Œ0;1�
ad // given by the concatenation of the Kasparov bimodules

ŒE
Œ0;1�
ad ;  . =Dad/� and ŒE ˝ C0Œ0; 1/;  s. =D/�, after a suitable reparametrization.

This definition makes sense in both the odd and the even dimensional cases, because
the definition of KK-groups takes the grading of the spinor bundle into account.

6.3. Comparison of %-classes

Let us first calculate the image of %ad.g/ in KK�.C; ‰0.GŒ0;1/ad // under the inclusion
C �r .G

Œ0;1/
ad / ,! ‰0.G

Œ0;1/
ad /. From the definition of E

Œ0;1/
ad it is easy to see that

E
Œ0;1/
ad ˝

‰0.G
Œ0;1/
ad /

‰0
�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

�
Š ‰0

�
G
Œ0;1/
ad ; =S

�
;

whereas the operator can be seen as unchanged.
We are going to treat the odd and the even dimensional cases separately. Let us start

with the odd case and let us denote by ƒ the isomorphism

K1
�
SD�.eX/��! K1

�
C �r
�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

��
:

Recall that in the odd dimensional case %.g/ is the image of ŒP>� through the inclusion of
‰0�.

eX/ into D�.eX/� . Since the following triangle

K1
�
S‰0�.

eX/�
ww ''

K1
�
SD�.eX/�� ƒ // K1

�
‰0
�
G
Œ0;1/
ad

��
is obviously commutative, it is enough to compare the image of the suspension of ŒP>�
and the image of %ad.g/ inside K1.‰0.G

Œ0;1/
ad //. The suspension of ŒP>� is given by the

path of unitaries

exp.2�itP>/ D e2�itP> C .1 �P>/ 2 C0.0; 1/˝‰
0
�.
eX;e=S/:

First observe that the identification KK1.C; A/ Š K1.A/ is given by the map

ŒH; F � 7!
�

exp.2�iP /
�
;
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where P D FC1
2

. An easy calculation shows that Œexp.2�itP>/� corresponds to the Kas-
parov bimodule �

H ; t�. =D/C .t � 1/
�
2 KK1

�
C; C0.0; 1/˝‰

0
�.
eX/�;

where H is the C0.0; 1/˝‰0�.eX/-module C0.0; 1/˝‰0�.eX;e=S/. The operator t�. =D/C
.t � 1/ extends to the ‰0.GŒ0;1/ad /-module ‰0.GŒ0;1/ad ; =S/ and we obtain the corresponding
element in KK.C; ‰0.GŒ0;1/ad //, obtained through the inclusion C0.0; 1/ ˝ ‰0�.eX/ ,!
‰0.G

Œ0;1/
ad /.

Finally, observe that t�. =D/ C .t � 1/ and  
Œ0;1/
ad . =D/, both of them operators on

‰0.G
Œ0;1/
ad ; =S/, commute. Then by [40, Lemma 11] there is a homotopy connecting them,

hence the images of %.g/ and %ad.g/ coincide in KK1.C; ‰0.GŒ0;1/ad //.
Let us now pass to the even dimensional case. We refer the reader to [5, Sections 2.2

and 2.3] for a detailed account of the isomorphism between the relative K-group of a mor-
phism and theK-theory group of its mapping cone C �-algebra. In this case, we are going
to start with the class of K1.D�.eX/�/ induced by the unitary U�. =D/C of Definition 6.3.
Following the arrows in (4.5), we see that it induces the class ŒL1.eX;e=SC/; L1.eX;e=SC/;
U�. =D/C� in the relative group K0.j /. Using any path of unitaries from U to the iden-
tity and the fact that U�1L1.eX;e=SC/ D L1.eX;e=S�/, we see that the last class is equal
to ŒL1.eX;e=SC/; L1.eX;e=S�/; �. =D/C�, which in turn is clearly the image of ŒC.eX;e=SC/;
C.eX;e=S�/; �. =D/C� 2 K0.m/ through the second arrows in (4.5). Now observe that m is
injective and, as explained in [5, Section 2], one can easily see that the realization of our
class in K0.Cm/ is given by264
0B@ cos2

��
2
t
�
1C cos

��
2
t
�

sin
��
2
t
�
�. =D/C

cos
��
2
t
�

sin
��
2
t
�
�. =D/� sin2

��
2
t
�
1�

1CA
375� ��0 0

0 1�

��
t 2 Œ0;1�;

(6.1)
where 1˙ is the identity of the ‰0�.eX/-module C.eX;e=S˙/˝C.X/ ‰0�.eX/ D ‰0�.eX; =S˙/
and the second matrix is meant to denote the constant path. The first term of (6.1) is
obtained by conjugating

�
1C 0
0 0

�
with the path of invertible matrices0B@ cos
��
2
t
�

sin
��
2
t
�
�. =D/C

sin
��
2
t
�
�. =D/� cos

��
2
t
�

1CA (6.2)

and the last path of invertible martices is homotopic, through paths of invertible elements,
to 0B@ cos2

��
2
t
�

sin
��
2
t
�
�. =D/C

sin
��
2
t
�
�. =D/� cos2

��
2
t
�

1CA : (6.3)
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Now conjugating
�
1C 0
0 0

�
by (6.3) instead of (6.2), we obtain exactly the image of

Œ‰0�.
eX; =SC/ ˚ ‰0�.eX; =S�/; F � by means of the standard identification of KK.C; Cm/

and K0.Cm/; here the operator in the Kasparov bimodule is given by

F D

0B@ 0 sin
��
2
t
�
�. =D/C

sin
��
2
t
�
�. =D/� 0

1CA :
Finally, if we move to KK.C; ‰0.GŒ0;1/ad // through the map � from Lemma 3.12, we

obtain the class Œ‰0.GŒ0;1/ad ; =S/; F � which is, by [40, Lemma 11], operatorially homotopic
to the image of %ad.g/ inKK.C;‰0.GŒ0;1/ad //. Observe that this is true because the identity
is a compact operator on the module‰0.GŒ0;1�ad /. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.

Acknowledgments. It is a pleasure to thank Moulay-T. Benameur, Paolo Piazza, Thomas
Schick, and Georges Skandalis for many interesting discussions.
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